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Alex Ross opens his private sketchbooks to reveal his astonishing pencil and ink drawings of DC

Comics characters, nearly all of them appearing in print here for the first time.Â Thousands of fans

from around the world have trilled to Alexâ€™s fully rendered photo-realistic painting of their favorite

heroes, but as they may not realize, all of those works start as pencil on paper, and the origins of

the finished images are rarely seen. Until now.Â From deleted scenes and altered panels for the

epic Kingdom Come saga to proposals for revamping such classic properties as Batgirl, Captain

Marvel, and an imagined son of Batman named Batboy, to unused alternate comic book cover ideas

for the monthly Superman and Batman comics of 2008-2009, there is much to surprise and delight

anyone who thought they already know all of Alexâ€™s DC Comics work.Â Illuminating everything is

Alexâ€™s own commentary, written expressly for this book, explaining his though processes and

stylistic approaches for the various riffs and reimaginings of characters we thought we knew

everything about but whose possibilities we didnâ€™t fully understand.Â As a record of a pivotal era

in comics history, Rough Justice is a must for Alexâ€™s legion of fans, as well as anyone interested

in masterly comic book imagination and illustration.
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Rossâ€™ ultrarealistic, painted renditions of iconic superheroes have made him a superstar of the

comic-book world. In this selection from his sketchbooks, his legions of fans can view some of the

bases of his finished works. The drawings include layouts for published and rejected covers as well



as story pages for such DC mainstays as Superman and Batman and Rossâ€™ grandiose Kingdom

Come series. There are also sketches for noncomics workâ€”among them, the ALA posters showing

DCâ€™s iconic heroes enjoying books in outer space, in the Batcave, and on Paradise Islandâ€”and

character designs, including suggested revampings of Captain Marvel and Batman that didnâ€™t

make it past the proposal stage. These pencil and occasionally ink renderings possess less

elegance but more dynamism than the glossy end products, and they accentuate Rossâ€™ powerful

compositions. Ross provides commentary for the drawings, explaining his conceptual intentions.

Edited and designed by Chip Kiddâ€”no slouch in the design world himselfâ€”the volume opens the

curtain on Rossâ€™ creative process, revealing the sinews that underlie his acclaimed paintings.

--Gordon Flagg

â€œFor any artists wanting to break into comics, Rough Justice is a visual treasure trove to guide

them, as surely as any by Da Vinci or Michelangelo. But more important, itâ€™s a volume that gives

comics fans a rare opportunity to celebrate a top artist in action. Alex Ross is a master shaper of

superhero worlds.â€• â€”denofgeek.com

I feel like I need to write a lot to tell you how great this book is. I haven't even actually read the book

Justice (of which this is something of a "making of" book). However no matter how much I say it

can't convey how awesome this man's talent is. Even his rough sketches (which there are plenty of)

have more life and character than pictures I work on for a long time.He might just be the comic book

equivalent of Norman Rockwell. HeÃ¢Â€Â™s that good.

Alex Ross is an amazing artist and if you are a fan, you need this book. One of my favorites.

I bought this as a present for a family member who is obsessed with comic books and superheros,

as well as an art graduate and current art teacher. I spent roughly three years searching for

something like this and finally found it! The description of the item and preview doesn't do it justice.

It is just absolutely perfect and the sketches are amazing. It's like a look into not only the superhero

and comic book world, but a look into the behind the scenes process of developing the characters

along the way.

Any comic book art lover would find this book fascinating but it is an absolute most for Alex Ross

fanatics! To peek inside the process for his artwork is an amazing experience. This book is full of



gorgeous drawings and preliminary designs featuring all the DC Comics heavyweights.

What can I possibly say about Alex Ross's artwork that hasn't already been said. The man is truly a

master of his craft and seeing his sketches prior to being painted just makes me respect and

appreciate his work that much more!

I am a huge Alex Ross fan. And its nice to see his process and the different stages of his art as it

unfolds. Even his sketches are works of art.

Full of amazing sketches and unpublished art. Any fan of the medium would love this book. All of

the thoughts that go into Alex Ross' covers are presented here.

Glad to have it in my collection. Paintings are beautiful and the line art is clear. A little bit of letting

one know what its like to work for the majors and the politics involved.
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